William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100118D

This letter obligates $1,101 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100218D

This letter obligates $763 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100318D

This letter obligates $511 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds, LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100418D

This letter obligates $3,105 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100518D

This letter obligates $4,177 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100618D

This letter obligates $2,078 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100718D

This letter obligates $2,558 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William  Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606  Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100818D

This letter obligates $2,220 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500100918D

This letter obligates $833 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101018D

This letter obligates $2,501 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101118D

This letter obligates $2,146 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101218D

This letter obligates $1,016 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information about both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101318D

This letter obligates $1,057 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101418D

This letter obligates $907 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101518D

This letter obligates $835 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101618D

This letter obligates $681 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101718D

This letter obligates $744 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
      LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101818D

This letter obligates $2,228 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William  Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan  PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500101918D

This letter obligates $1,623 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500102018D

This letter obligates $229 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds**
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500102118D

This letter obligates $670 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200118D

This letter obligates $4,634 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200218D

This letter obligates $2,360 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200318D

This letter obligates $2,748 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200418D

This letter obligates $1,996 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200518D

This letter obligates $1,526 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200618D

This letter obligates $3,422 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200718D

This letter obligates $205 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200818D

This letter obligates $1,860 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodríguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500200918D

This letter obligates $764 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201018D

This letter obligates $712 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0050020118D

This letter obligates $1,028 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201218D

This letter obligates $575 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201318D

This letter obligates $364 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201418D

This letter obligates $806 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan  PR  00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201518D

This letter obligates $824 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Objection Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201618D

This letter obligates $639 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201718D

This letter obligates $2,940 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201818D

This letter obligates $2,265 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500201918D

This letter obligates $690 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, 
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202018D

This letter obligates $1,558 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. 
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating 
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current 
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is 
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy 
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202118D

This letter obligates $617 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202218D

This letter obligates $1,108 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202318D

This letter obligates $1,098 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202418D

This letter obligates $865 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William  Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606  Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan  PR  00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202518D  

This letter obligates $450 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202618D

This letter obligates $830 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202718D

This letter obligates $737 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202818D

This letter obligates $1,039 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500202918D

This letter obligates $954 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  
Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500203018D

This letter obligates $931 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500203118D

This letter obligates $1,556 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500203218D

This letter obligates $31 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0500203318D

This letter obligates $163 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500203418D

This letter obligates $1,722 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500300118D

This letter obligates $4,631 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500300218D

This letter obligates $2,358 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500300318D

This letter obligates $2,064 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500300418D

This letter obligates $1,130 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500300518D

This letter obligates $1,265 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500300618D

This letter obligates $3,064 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500300718D

This letter obligates $1,824 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
In this letter, we obligate $1,009 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [link to HUD website].

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301018D

This letter obligates $3,060 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0050030118D

This letter obligates $2,100 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301218D

This letter obligates $1,075 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301318D

This letter obligates $948 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301418D

This letter obligates $1,007 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301518D

This letter obligates $39 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301618D

This letter obligates $117 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodríguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodríguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301718D

This letter obligates $1,502 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301818D

This letter obligates $4,291 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500301918D

This letter obligates $2,038 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodríguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodríguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302018D

This letter obligates $1,826 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302118D

This letter obligates $4,157 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302218D

This letter obligates $1,897 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302318D

This letter obligates $1,194 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302418D

This letter obligates $1,815 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302518D

This letter obligates $1,901 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302718D

This letter obligates $1,511 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500302818D

This letter obligates $732 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400118D

This letter obligates $847 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400218D

This letter obligates $365 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400318D

This letter obligates $2,565 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400518D

This letter obligates $2,012 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400618D

This letter obligates $1,827 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (eLCCS) (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, 
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400718D

This letter obligates $1,220 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. 
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating 
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current 
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is 
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400818D

This letter obligates $38 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500400918D  

This letter obligates $2,955 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401018D

This letter obligates $964 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan  PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401118D

This letter obligates $1,067 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401218D

This letter obligates $834 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401318D

This letter obligates $550 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401418D

This letter obligates $1,052 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401518D

This letter obligates $2,741 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401618D

This letter obligates $1,631 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401718D

This letter obligates $1,136 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401818D

This letter obligates $1,037 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500401918D

This letter obligates $1,088 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500402018D

This letter obligates $1,233 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500118D

This letter obligates $1,326 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500318D

This letter obligates $5,197 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500418D

This letter obligates $2,910 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018](https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018)

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan  PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500518D

This letter obligates $2,565 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500618D

This letter obligates $1,524 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500718D

This letter obligates $1,479 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500818D

This letter obligates $657 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500500918D

This letter obligates $930 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan  PR  00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501018D

This letter obligates $1,191 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0050050118D

This letter obligates $2,940 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501218D  

This letter obligates $870 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501318D

This letter obligates $963 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501418D

This letter obligates $948 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501518D

This letter obligates $921 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501618D

This letter obligates $494 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501718D

This letter obligates $489 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501818D

This letter obligates $730 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT:  
Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500501918D  

This letter obligates $2,401 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502018D

This letter obligates $1,903 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502118D

This letter obligates $916 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502218D

This letter obligates $1,617 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502318D

This letter obligates $995 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502418D

This letter obligates $1,545 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502518D

This letter obligates $828 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502618D

This letter obligates $1,497 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502718D

This letter obligates $1,240 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502818D

This letter obligates $2,240 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500502918D

This letter obligates $3,120 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500503018D

This letter obligates $487 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500503118D

This letter obligates $722 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600118D

This letter obligates $1,752 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600218D

This letter obligates $1,102 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600318D

This letter obligates $509 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600418D

This letter obligates $2,684 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600518D

This letter obligates $1,985 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600618D

This letter obligates $302 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600718D

This letter obligates $2,266 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600818D

This letter obligates $1,527 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500600918D

This letter obligates $701 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601018D

This letter obligates $33 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0050060118D

This letter obligates $1,356 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601218D

This letter obligates $1,613 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601318D

This letter obligates $959 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601418D

This letter obligates $1,533 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601518D

This letter obligates $1,226 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601618D

This letter obligates $1,462 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601718D

This letter obligates $3,216 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601818D

This letter obligates $2,286 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500601918D

This letter obligates $1,126 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602018D

This letter obligates $541 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602118D

This letter obligates $1,049 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602218D

This letter obligates $1,143 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

[link]

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602318D

This letter obligates $400 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602418D

This letter obligates $787 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0500602518D

This letter obligates $849 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602618D

This letter obligates $758 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602718D

This letter obligates $549 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan  PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602818D

This letter obligates $936 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, 
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500602918D

This letter obligates $1,001 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. 
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating 
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current 
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is 
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500603018D

This letter obligates $1,199 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

[Signature]
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500603118D

This letter obligates $1,158 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500603218D

This letter obligates $911 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500603318D

This letter obligates $52 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500603418D

This letter obligates $1,509 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500603518D

This letter obligates $1,235 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500603618D

This letter obligates $139 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700118D

This letter obligates $1,630 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700218D

This letter obligates $2,824 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700318D  

This letter obligates $1,610 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700418D

This letter obligates $2,170 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700518D

This letter obligates $1,291 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700618D

This letter obligates $1,580 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700718D

This letter obligates $1,171 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700818D

This letter obligates $770 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500700918D

This letter obligates $1,423 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500701018D

This letter obligates $1,583 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility for pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500701118D

This letter obligates $613 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500701218D

This letter obligates $101 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800118D

This letter obligates $1,596 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800318D

This letter obligates $1,643 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800418D

This letter obligates $691 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800518D

This letter obligates $523 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800618D

This letter obligates $653 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT  
WASHINGTON, DC  20410-5000  

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING  

September 9, 2019  

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800718D  

This letter obligates $4,944 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800818D

This letter obligates $3,255 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500800918D

This letter obligates $3,119 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801018D

This letter obligates $1,348 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801218D

This letter obligates $1,489 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801318D

This letter obligates $1,961 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801418D

This letter obligates $2,911 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan  PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801518D

This letter obligates $2,753 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801618D

This letter obligates $2,672 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801718D

This letter obligates $1,274 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500801818D

This letter obligates $3,264 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802018D

This letter obligates $1,839 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802118D

This letter obligates $2,102 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802218D

This letter obligates $1,149 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802318D  

This letter obligates $697 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802418D

This letter obligates $925 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through $LOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan  PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802518D

This letter obligates $3,020 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802618D

This letter obligates $1,121 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500802718D

This letter obligates $129 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900118D

This letter obligates $1,615 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR  00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900218D

This letter obligates $532 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900318D

This letter obligates $2,244 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900418D

This letter obligates $759 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900518D

This letter obligates $1,719 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900618D

This letter obligates $1,041 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900718D

This letter obligates $1,242 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900818D

This letter obligates $537 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500900918D

This letter obligates $689 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more than explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901018D

This letter obligates $3,126 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0050090118D

This letter obligates $3,036 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901218D

This letter obligates $899 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901318D

This letter obligates $1,594 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901418D  

This letter obligates $6,173 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodríguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901518D

This letter obligates $2,391 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901618D

This letter obligates $2,761 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901718D

This letter obligates $5,292 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901818D

This letter obligates $1,245 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500901918D

This letter obligates $4,367 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902018D

This letter obligates $3,630 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902118D

This letter obligates $1,918 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902218D

This letter obligates $3,239 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902318D  

This letter obligates $4,425 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902418D

This letter obligates $3,058 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902518D

This letter obligates $2,122 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902618D

This letter obligates $452 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902718D  

This letter obligates $1,790 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902818D

This letter obligates $1,412 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500902918D

This letter obligates $1,048 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500903018D

This letter obligates $1,323 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500903118D

This letter obligates $444 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Officer of Public and Indian Housing

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500903218D

This letter obligates $1,547 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500903318D

This letter obligates $1,988 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500903418D

This letter obligates $1,034 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500903518D

This letter obligates $2,544 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00500903618D

This letter obligates $845 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000118D

This letter obligates $4,052 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000218D

This letter obligates $1,247 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000418D

This letter obligates $1,419 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000518D

This letter obligates $5,825 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000618D

This letter obligates $5,361 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000718D

This letter obligates $7,847 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000818D

This letter obligates $7,946 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501000918D

This letter obligates $8,471 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001018D

This letter obligates $3,113 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR  00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ0050100118D  

This letter obligates $3,245 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001218D

This letter obligates $3,052 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001318D

This letter obligates $4,303 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001418D

This letter obligates $5,093 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001518D

This letter obligates $4,936 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
October 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001618D

This letter obligates $3,443 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001718D

This letter obligates $3,114 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001818D

This letter obligates $8,020 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501001918D

This letter obligates $8,801 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.

For more of an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002018D

This letter obligates $4,699 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002118D

This letter obligates $4,519 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002218D

This letter obligates $3,029 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002318D

This letter obligates $1,274 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002418D

This letter obligates $1,081 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002618D

This letter obligates $2,929 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002718D

This letter obligates $2,862 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002818D

This letter obligates $3,563 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR  00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501002918D

This letter obligates $1,434 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003018D

This letter obligates $2,051 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003118D

This letter obligates $2,401 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003218D

This letter obligates $2,388 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003318D

This letter obligates $3,093 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:  

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003418D  

This letter obligates $2,334 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003518D

This letter obligates $2,239 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003618D

This letter obligates $1,744 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003718D

This letter obligates $1,011 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501003918D

This letter obligates $628 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004018D

This letter obligates $2,255 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917  

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004118D  

This letter obligates $1,283 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, DC 20410-5000

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004218D

This letter obligates $463 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004318D

This letter obligates $3,568 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004418D

This letter obligates $2,325 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004518D

This letter obligates $2,502 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004618D

This letter obligates $2,589 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004818D

This letter obligates $3,421 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501004918D

This letter obligates $228 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005018D

This letter obligates $1,861 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005118D

This letter obligates $1,900 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005218D

This letter obligates $1,682 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005318D

This letter obligates $805 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005418D

This letter obligates $1,140 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005518D

This letter obligates $1,264 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005618D

This letter obligates $1,672 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

William Rodriguez  
Executive Director  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
606 Ave. Barbosa  
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter** Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005718D

This letter obligates $837 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501005818D

This letter obligates $8,463 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
William Rodriguez
Executive Director
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
606 Ave. Barbosa
San Juan PR 00917

Dear William Rodriguez:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN RQ00501006018D

This letter obligates $648 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs